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Preface
This specialsectionconsistsof a seriesof papersdevotedto
the scientificaspectsof state-of-the-artmethodsin radiative
transfercomputationsrelevantfor investigationsof the Earth's
atmosphere.The results discussedin the papersconstitutea
portion of the Intercomparisonof RadiationCodesin Climate
Models (ICRCCM) project, which was developed under the
auspicesof the World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
and the International

Council

of Scientific

Unions

accordeda high priority by WMO and the InternationalRadiation Commission, the intercomparison study grew into a
researchplan with internationalparticipation.ICRCCM was
formally organizedin 1983, with Fred Luther and Yves Fouquart being designatedasjoint leaders.

and was

supported by the Carbon Dioxide Research Division (now
called Atmospheric and Climatic Research Division) of the
U.S. Departmentof Energy (DOE). A descriptionof the initial
phase of the ICRCCM project can be found in the work by
Luther et al. (Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society,
69, 40-48, 1988).The principalobjectivesof ICRCCM were to
develop an understandingof the various radiative transfer
algorithms, to investigate the causes and the nature of the
differencesin the results among the various codes (including
their accuracywith respectto benchmarkcomputations),and
to ascertain the sensitivity of the algorithmsto a number of
factors (including spectral parameters, constituentamounts,
and meteorologicalconditions).
The ICRCCM project representeda significantmilestonein
atmosphericsciencesresearch, inasmuchas it was the first
critical quantitative evaluation of several different radiative
transfer methods in use at various institutions. The rigorous
intercomparisonexerciseshave yielded new physicalinsights,
identified deficiencies in existing algorithms, and led to the
development of more accurate radiative parameterizations,
someof which are manifestin the accompanyingpapers.These
successfuloutcomes were brought about by the exceptional
scientific roles of two unusually talented scientists, Fred
Luther and Steve Fels, both of whom sadly succumbed to
cancer while in the midst of the project. Both scientists
projectedtheir intellectualstatureon the project throughtheir
convictionsthat a fundamental understandingof the modeling
of atmosphericphysical processesnecessitatesa careful assessment of the treatment of radiative processes and that
accurate determinations of radiative fluxes and heating rates
are essentialprerequisitesfor reliable weather predictionand
climate model simulations.

Frederick

M. Luther

The following years saw Fred providing important leadership in seekingand enablingthe active participationof radiation scientistsat many different institutions,including those
associatedwith general circulation models (GCMs) of the
atmosphere.His sinceredesirefor advancingscientificknowledgewas a key to sustainingthe momentumof the project. He
was able to steer adroitly the ICRCCM effort involving more
than 60 scientistsof several nationalities. Fred always emphasized the benefitsof the effort and charted a coursethat kept in

perspectivethe project's significancefor the atmosphericsciences.One of his major achievementswas in encouragingthe
FREDERICK M. LUTHER (1943--1986)
participantsto submittheir radiationcodesand calculationsto
Fred Luther, associatedirector of the GeophysicalSciences a critical scrutiny. In spite of the professionalrisks this may
have posed to the participantsinvolved, Fred was able to
Division at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(DOE), was one of the first scientiststo propose the idea of a
radiation intercomparisonstudy. His motivation began in the
late 1970swhen he noticed the broad range in sensitivityof
different climate modelsto perturbationsin the carbondioxide
content of the atmosphereand wonderedhow much could be
attributed to differences in their respective radiation parameterizations.His proposaltook root in 1982when DOE initiated
a comparisonstudy of longwave radiative transfer models.
Subsequently,with the concept of such investigationsbeing

convincethe scientiststhat the intercomparisonswould lead to
a better understandingof the uncertaintiesin atmospheric
radiative transfer and enable the developmentof more accurate
parameterizationsof radiative processes.He was particularly
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keen that the exercise should arrive at conclusive

statements

regardingthe state-of-the-artknowledgein radiative transfer
and thus contribute to an advancement in the atmospheric

sciences.Fred's opennessand self-effacingstyle,togetherwith
his scientificperspective,laid the basis for an intellectually
stimulating rapport among the participants and ensured the
successof the cooperativeproject. His organizationalskills
culminatedin the first comprehensiveradiation intercompad-
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son meeting in Frascati (Italy) in August 1984, followed by
another one at the University of Maryland in March 1986.
Fred's scientific interests spanned several areas of atmosphericradiation, chemistry, and climate, includingsuch significant problemsas the potential perturbationsdue to supersonic aircraft, effects from emissionsof trace gases such as
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxides, and chlorofluorocarbons, and
effectsdue to injectionsof volcanicaerosolsas well as that due
to smokefrom fires following a nuclearwar. Besidesleadingto
important publications, these interests also enabled Fred to
play a distinguishedadvisory role on a number of major
national

and international

scientific

assessments

related
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climate, such as the studiesof the state-of-the-artprojection
and detectionof CO2-inducedclimatechange.
Fred's role in the ICRCCM project representsa meritorious scientific achievement. Fred would have been delighted
to learn that many of the aims set forth originally for the
ICRCCM project have now been achieved. Indeed, the
analysis and interpretation of the longwave intercomparison
results have confirmed Fred's long-held beliefs regarding
uncertainties in the representation of radiative processesin
climate models. The findingsfrom the ICRCCM project have
now spawned comprehensive field measurement programs.
Fred would have undoubtedly enjoyed this phase, too,
because he believed in bringing together theory and observations to resolve scientific problems. His dedication to
scientific pursuits, his leadership in the ICRCCM project,
and his buildup of an international collegiality will be fondly
cherished by all who had the privilege of knowing and
working with him.
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Stephen B. Fels
Steve's

own

scientific

contributions

to

the

ICRCCM

project were unique and of a pioneering nature. His ardent
passion for probing into the fundamentals of problems and
his penchant for scientific rigor led him to pursue accurate
methods for determining the radiative transfer in vertically
inhomogeneousatmospheres, including use of the numerically precise and computationally intensive line-by-line
(LB L) technique. He viewed the LB L solutions as a strong
basisfor characterizing the role of the radiative processesin
STEPHEN B. FELS (1940-1989)
the atmosphere. Beginning in the mid-1970s, the LBL results
have yielded invaluable insights and have now become
Steve Fels was senior research scientist with the National
internationally recognized radiative transfer benchmarks,
Oceanic and AtmosphericAdministration'sGeophysicalFluid
providing the atmospheric sciences community with an
Dynamics Laboratory and a lecturer with the rank of professor
accurate means to calibrate various radiative transfer algoin the Atmosphericand Oceanic SciencesProgramat Princerithms. Steve's achievements have been particularly instruton University. Steve was responsiblefor fosteringthe idea of
mental in the development and/or validation of accurate
a specialICRCCM sectionin mid-1987as a fittingtribute to the
radiative transfer treatments in numerous GCMs, including
contributionsmade by Fred Luther. Steve also attachedconthose employed for operational weather prediction and clisiderableimportanceto the scientificimportanceof the project
mate sensitivity research at several institutions in the United
itself, as evidencedin excerptsfrom his July 29, 1987,letter to
Statesand abroad. Steve also recognized that inaccuraciesin
W. L. Chameides, then Editor of the Journal of Geophysical
the representation of radiative processes would yield sysResearch-Atmospheres:
tematic

biases

in GCMs

and

led

an

intensive

effort

to

To my mind, the project has been of immense importance to the
radiation community, allowing for the first time a fair evaluation
of the performance of most of the operational codes against
accurate benchmark calculations....
Many of the participants
would like to see these results presented in a coherent form in
the refereed literature ....
It seems likely that such a collection of papers would become an invaluable reference, and
would be heavily cited for many years....
Among the topics
to be discussed would be descriptions of benchmark calculations, comparison with laboratory data and field observations,
comparisons of operational and benchmark models, design
considerations for efficient operational models, the accuracy
required for various applications (Numerical Weather Prediction and climate modeling), etc.

evaluate the performance of the algorithms used for climate
sensitivity studies (Fels et al., this issue).
Steve's outstandingresearch in the atmospheric sciences
began in the early 1970sand followed his successfulcareer in
high-energyphysics.He was deeply interestedin investigating
the radiative and dynamical processesin the atmosphere.He
employed the knowledge derived from his LBL studies to
examine the problem of radiative dampingin the stratosphere
and mesosphere and authored important original papers on
radiative-dynamicalinteractionsin the stratosphere,including
the evaluation of the climatic perturbationsdue to changesin

Steve was appointed the guest editor of this special
section, and in that capacity he solicited papers on the
scientific results arising directly and indirectly from the
ICRCCM exercise, including those that extended the initial
project findings. The papers in this section span many of the
areas that Steve had originally envisaged.

an avid scientific interest in investigating the physical processesin other planetaryatmospheres,includingsuperrotation
on Venus. His enthusiasmfor academicpursuitsmade him an
invigoratingand a popular teacher.
Steve's incisive reasoningprovided authoritative scientific
inputs on many issuesof global significance,the most recent

the concentrations

of carbon dioxide and ozone. He also had
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gasesis presented by Wang et al., while Fels et al. investigate the accuracy of the longwave radiative transfer treatments in GCMs used for climate sensitivity studies. Morcrette analyzes the effects of the radiative processesin the
European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting
operationalmodel. Finally, LBL computationsfor the shortwave radiative transfer problem are discussed by Ramaswamy and Freidenreich.
Owing to the unfortunate nature of the circumstances
surroundingthe course of the project, considerabledelay has
It is tragic that these truly remarkable scientists, both with been incurred in preparing this special section. We have
a rare capacity for inspiring innovative science and the attempted to fulfil Steve's last request of bringing out this
ability to engagein challengingpursuits, died at the prime of section by completing the publication process initiated by
their scientific potential. The collection of 15 papers in this him. We appreciate the immense patience shown by the
section provide an apt memorial, salutingtheir distinguished authors (all of whom declined the option of having their
scientific careers. An overview of the ICRCCM project is papers published separately and expeditiously if they so
given by Ellingson and Fouquart, followed by papers that desired), the numerous reviewers, and the editorial offices of
describe the longwave (Ellingson et al.) and the shortwave AGU. We thank the numerous colleagues and friends of
intercomparison studies (Fouquart et al.). Ridgway et al. and Fred Luther and Steve Fels for sharing with us their percepFeigelson et al. analyze results from LBL methods for tions on the memorial.
computing the longwave radiative transfer. These papers,
together with others (Chou and Kouvaris, Kiehl and BrieV. Ramaswamy and M.D. Schwarzkopf
gleb, Kratz et al., Lacis and Oinas, Rosenfield, and
Guest Associate Editors
Schwarzkopf and Fels), also describe and assessthe accuShaw C. Liu
racies of various longwave parameterization techniques. A
Editor
GCM parameterization of the radiative effects due to trace
being the WMO Stratospheric Ozone Assessmentof 1988,
where he contributed to a major objective interpretation of
recent ozone and temperature trends. Steve's stimulatingand
frank discussionswere inspirationsto a wide variety of scientists, while his candid questions and delightful wit always
provided a refreshing perspective into any problem. Atmosphericsciencehas lost in him a highly esteemedscientistwho
was a pillar of intellectual strengthto all his colleagues.

